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A.T.S. GIRLS DIRECT GUNFIRE

Working predictor controls at a Mixed Practice Camp on the edge
of the sea, A.T.S. girls directing A.A. fire for the first time on

a towed 'sleeve' target, had it hit within five rounds.

The 'sleeve', which was flown by a plane at 5,000 feet, fluttered

into the sea.

Lieutenant-General Sir Frederick Pile, Commander-in-Chief, Anti-

Aircraft Command and Chief Controller Jean Knox, Director A.T.S., flew

to the Practice Camp the other day.

They saw bronzed girls marching about the wind-blown camp shoulder

to shoulder with experienced gunners.

Although the girls do not actually fire, they man the instruments

which are the eyes, ears and brains of the batteries - the predictors,

height finders, spotters, telephonists and radio-locators.

Before General Pile's visit the girls had been ’groaned' with

silent drills. For some time they were taken through every move

connected with the firing of the guns, without having to hear the big

bark. The first day fixed for a shoot it was sunny, the clouds were

high and the sea lapped gently on the small sandy beaches between the

rocks.

As the order "Target!” was shouted, the lessons learned in

rehearsals were not forgotten.

Co-operation was perfect. Instructions by the girls were heard

quite clearly and they were quick. They concentrated; there was no

hesitation. Five rounds had been fired from a heavy gun at the tiny towed

'sleeve' target when it was seen to have received a direct hit.

Hazel Hayes, aged 21, was No. One on the height finder at the

time. Three months ago she was a machinist in a Monmouthshire factory.
She was rather pale-faced and did not often enjoy her meals.

After three months working in the open she is brown, fit and always

hungry.

About the first shoot she said: "We were all ’keyed up' to such

a pitch that we did not notice the bangs very much; the noise did not

sound, half as loud as we had expected.

"We had a party around a piano afterwards to celebrate our ’sleeve'

success. The men who were actually on the gun joined in".

Hazel Hayes left the coast and the sea today for her home in a

mining area. She had a surprise for her parents - one stripe - which

she had not written home about.

A peace-time waitress, a house parlourmaid and a shop assistant

were with Hazel Hayes on the height finder. According to an officer,

they have all become "as quick as lightning" in a short time.

They will all be moving out shorty to gun sites in various parts
of the country.

They are looking forward, to going into action against the Nazi

night raiders. They have already tried a practice shoot at night.
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